ServerMania Cloud Backup is a comprehensive remote backup and data protection solution for small and medium businesses. ServerMania provides frictionless backup to our secure data centers in Canada and the US.
ServerMania Cloud Backup is the fastest, most reliable, cloud backup solution for businesses of all sizes.

ServerMania Cloud Backup provides frictionless backup to our secure data centers in Canada and the US.

In addition to Linux and Windows bare metal and cloud servers, Cloud Backup users can backup local devices, including iOS and Android mobile devices; Windows, Linux, and MacOS desktops and laptops; and many different virtual machine and database formats.

With fast granular data restores, users can access their backed-up data in the format that is most useful to them, from single files to virtual machines and full bare metal restores.

**SERVERMANIA CLOUD BACKUP USERS BENEFIT FROM:**

- Inexpensive remote backup of all business data.
- Simple backup management via an intuitive web interface.
- Fast data restores in a variety of formats.
- Access to ServerMania’s highly available data storage platform, which includes a 100% Network Uptime Guarantee.
- Low-latency connectivity to stored data from any location in the US and Canada.
YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS TO BACK UP

Businesses without backups are one data loss event away from catastrophe. Businesses that lose data suffer expensive downtime and the loss of reputation, revenue, and a valuable asset. A significant proportion of SMEs that experience data loss never recover.

60% of small businesses that lose data will shut down within six months.

Washington, DC-based research firm Clutch.

Every day businesses lose data to ransomware attacks, malware, security compromises, human error, software bugs, and hardware failure. With a comprehensive backup, data can be restored in minutes. Without a backup, it may take months or years for a business to regenerate lost data, if it is possible at all.

Every minute that a business’s data is not available has a cost in productivity and business continuity. Ransomware attacks cost US and Canadian businesses hundreds of millions of dollars each year in downtime.
Remote offsite backups are one of the best ways to protect against the ransomware threat, enabling businesses that suffer a ransomware attack to get back to full productivity in hours, rather than days or weeks.

Business data is distributed across a large network of devices that might include file servers, database servers, virtual machines, local desktops and laptops, and mobile devices. Data lost from any one of these devices can interrupt business continuity and productivity.

A good backup platform must be capable of backing up all business data, regardless of device, operating system, or location.

ServerMania Cloud Backup offers universal backup of all business data to a secure remote location, ensuring that businesses stay productive in the face of constant threats to data availability and integrity.
WHY CHOOSE SERVERMANIA?

Since it was founded in 2002, ServerMania has been a leading provider of infrastructure hosting solutions and managed services to businesses of all sizes. ServerMania’s mission is to empower its customers by equipping them with the resources they need to stay ahead of the competition.

After observing with dismay the confused, overly complex, and fragmented backup options available to businesses, we built a better solution with frictionless automated backups and instant-access restores.

Business data from a huge range of sources is continuously uploaded to your secure cloud backup platform. Remote servers in our data centers and your local devices can be quickly added to your cloud backup. When you need to access the data, it is instantly available.

ServerMania Cloud Backup combines Acronis’ cutting-edge backup technology with ServerMania’s world-class network engineering talent to create a backup platform that is easy to use, secure, and utterly reliable.
Simple Pricing
ServerMania Cloud Backup has a simple and easy-to-budget pricing model. Users pay a flat rate per Gigabyte of storage. Connect as many devices as you want to your Cloud Backup account: you only pay for the data that is stored on our platform.

Universal backup
ServerMania Cloud Backup is compatible with a huge range of devices and storage formats, giving businesses a single point of contact for all their backup and data protection requirements.

Secure data hosting
Data is protected by AES256 encryption in transit and at rest. The Cloud Backup management interface is protected by 2056-bit SSL encryption. All data is stored in ServerMania’s SSAE16-certified data centers with industry-leading network, electronic, and physical security measures.

Granular access to data
Cloud Backup users can access their data in the format they find most useful. Restore options include individual files and folders, partition and disk images, and virtual machines.
Bare metal restores
Bare metal restores are complete disk-image recoveries which allow Cloud Backup users to quickly install a backed-up server disk image, including the operating system, to a cloud or dedicated server of their choice.

Fast data recovery
All backed-up data is immediately available for restoration. Fast recovery is crucial if businesses are to minimize productivity and revenue losses. ServerMania cloud backup ensures that all of your data is available to you when you need it.

Ransomware protection
Ransomware is a major threat to online business infrastructure. A secure offsite backup is the best protection against ransomware: local network-connected backups aren’t effective against sophisticated modern ransomware. ServerMania Cloud Backup monitors, detects, and reverses suspicious changes to backups, helping businesses avoid costly downtime.

Frictionless
Effective backups are automatic and don’t rely on human intervention, which is why ServerMania Cloud Backup is engineered to provide a friction-free backup experience. Once devices are added to your Cloud Backup account, we take care of data transfer and storage management.
Cloud Backup is just one of the ways ServerMania empowers server hosting clients. We also offer:

- A wide variety of server hosting options, including dedicated servers, hybrid servers, and private and public cloud platforms.
- A 100% Network Uptime SLA
- Industry Leading Prices
- 15-minute support responses

Since 2002, we have been a trusted partner of thousands of businesses, empowering each to leverage our technology to grow their business.

A leader in web hosting solutions since 2002.
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